
Raise Sales Results
fast and sustainably

We provifde you support with

leadership, motivation and coaching

techniques.

How?

- We create your service and sales

protocol for customer excellence and

revenue growth

- Tools to drive results and follow up

- Set direction and strategy

- Stress management

- Burn out prevention

- Improve your focus by setting

priorities 

- Personality in- depth knowledge 

- Assumptive communication

SALES
PERFORMA
NCE
MANAGEM
ENT

COUNT ON A TEAM OF
EXPERTS WHO ARE
VISIONARY, STRATEGIST
AND AMBITIOUS

We  support you raising  
sales results fast and
sustainably

CONTACT US

0034656320218

julia.gabor@gmail.com

www.gaborjulia.com



Boost your sales results
with an expert and
absolutely reliable sales
executive team

Our experience tells that behavior

drives results,  triangulation in

structures,  diagonal results vision

performance improvement are key to

speed up and sustain the exponential

growth in sales.

Júlia Gábor
More than 6 years of leading
experience in multinational and
multicultural environment 
Success and Values

ABOUT US OUR
PROGRAMS

Make you acquire a

wide knowledge of the techniques to

drive results  driven by behaviors

In a holistic and pragmatic way clean,

make things simple and efficient 

Bring an in-depth understanding of

leadership providing a  theorical and

a  practical framework that

the leadership is based on

Our Mission

Create and Train on a specific

and powerful sales protocol making

clear the "what",  "why" and "how".

 Design tools to have clear

understanding of the improvement

performance and results wise -

makes your life easy on follow up

PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS

Set a SMART Action Plan and

Strategy that both Direction and

Collaborators clearly understand

which creates strong involvement.

 Management skills development:

coaching based on a clear and

extremely efficient structure that

guarantees proficiency, leadership

and loyalty.

Analysis based on main KPIsMap the

real situation of the corporation

Follow up by the team to provide

professional support:  the Customer

can choose between physical and

virtual follow up.

LEARNING METHODOLOGY

Our methodology is centered on the

holistic development of our clients'

breadth of knowledge through

traditional,  creative, and hands-on

approaches.


